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AlTiN and AlCrN hard coatings have been widely used in cutting tools, dies, molds

and mechanical components due to their good oxidation resistance. ,However, the

specific applications of these hard coatings deposited on steel substrates in some

harsh conditions are limited due to tool failures caused by hardness inconformity and

poor adhesion between the coating and the substrate.In this study, a duplex treatment

combining plasma nitriding followed by cathodic arc deposition is used to strengthen

the adhesion strength and tailor the hardness gradient of AlCrSiN hard coatings on

H13 Tool steels. The different nitriding layers were tailored by PN with various N2/H2

flow ratios on polished H13 steel. The AlCrSiN coatings were deposited on plasma

nitrided and merely polished non-nitrided H13 steels by cathodic arc deposition.

During the coating process of AlCrSiN, CrN was deposited as an interlayer to

enhance adhesion strength between the coatings and nitrided substrates. By

controlling the temperature and mixture of N2/H2 atmosphere of PN, the duplex

treated AlCrSiN coated tool steels possessed different microstructures and

mechanical properties. The microstructure of the deposited coatings were

investigated by field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) equipped with

an energy-dispersive X-ray analysis spectrometer (EDS). XRD was used to

characterize the microstructure and phase identification of the duplex-treated

coatings. The hardness of the coatings was measured using nanoindentation.

Rockwell indentation was conducted to evaluate the coatings adhesion. To evaluate

the impact fracture resistance of the coatings, an impact fatigue test was performed

using a cyclic loading device with a tungsten carbide indenter as an impact probe. It is

expected that the adhesion strength and wear resistance for duplex-treated coatings

increase significantly due to a gradient hardness support. The combination of proper

PN and hard coatings is to increase the life of metal molding and forging dies.
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